
automate your site with remote printout

make your loading cycle faster



ReMote deLiVeRY ticKet PRintoUt
DiD you think how to Deliver the ticket printout to the truck’s Driver
while following job site’s safety regulation?

the vkiosk can be used for simply printing the truck delivery ticket remotely as jobsite security regulations 
are becoming stringent for truck drivers to step down from their truck to get the delivery ticket from 
the loader operator. all the loading data such as customer, vehicle iD, product and Destination are in 
the helperX loader scale, what you need is just a vkiosk at the exit and a wireless system to link the loader 
scale to the vkiosk.

• color hD Display, high visibility
under bright light

• user friendly interface
• backlit keyboard
• phone type keyboard for

data entry
• usb memory stick reader/writer

built-in as standard
• wireless connectivity
• easy navigation

aDvanceD level
onboarD weighing.



ScaLe hoUSe diSPatching
ipotkiosk software to enhance your scale house automation 
introDucing Dispatching capabilities

where the jobsite is equipped with a scale house at the entrance, ipot 
kiosk, the software core behind the vkiosk, can be installed on the 
scale house pc to automate trucks loading, by registering the truck at 
the entrance, dispatching the truck info together with the weight to load 
to the loading machine and retrieving the loaded truck info at the exit for 
a quick delivery ticket printout.

UnManned Site acceSS 
contRoL with VKioSK
we thought how to automate your site traffic anD 
ticketing processes anD came out with an outstanDing 
solution.

the vkiosk brings unparalleled automation to your jobsite, 
cutting running costs drastically and paying for itself in just a 
few months. with vkiosk, vehicles entering the loading site, 
whether it’s a quarry, construction or recycling site, are controlled 
through the plates previously entered into the vkiosk system. 
this provides direct control over all vehicles operating in the 
site, and the opportunity to deny authorization as necessary. 
vehicle data entered at the entrance are sent wireless to the 
loader scale and once loading is complete, data bounces back 
to the vkiosk at the exit for truck ticket printout.

VKioSK
technical specifications
power supply 110÷220 vac or 24vdc

Display 12” tft color

keyboard touchscreen

printer heavy duty thermal printer with cutter

number of tickets aprox. 550

ticket signature digital on the touchscreen

output relay for barrier or lights

environmental ambient temperature control

connectivity usb, ethernet, wifi, cellular, rf

case stainless steel

size 400x800x500mm or 16”x32”x20” (width-height-depth)

weight 43kg 95lb
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Worldwide neTWorK
50 trained disTribUtoRs in 50 countries

thousands of SYStems insTalled
proviDing customer supporT and on-siTe training since 1986

applicaTions
vei products can be installed on a variety of machines, working in different applications. 
in each one vei products deliver superior accuracy to improve efficiency of the load-out, 
production processes, sales analysis, inventory updates and productivity. vei scales can be 
easily transferred between machines of the same kind, are durable and DesigneD to last.


